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since all activities of excel recovery toolbox are automated,
there are no additional steps that should be taken into
consideration, make sure the path to be used is correct and
move to the following step of data recovery. please be
patient and wait for the end of analysis, this process may
take some time according to the size of affected workbook.
since all activities of excel recovery toolbox are automated,
there are no additional steps that should be taken into
consideration, make sure the path to be used is correct and
move to the following step of data recovery. it is possible to
recover files in a damaged folder. in this case, the program
only scans the specified folder to check the status of data. if
the program finds any corrupted data, it will be recovered
and save it in the specified location. recovery toolbox for
excel gives a detailed view of the total number of files and
folders in the selected folder. users can view the details of
the selected files and folders, including the number of
recipients, attachments, keywords, etc. when you are done
with the recovery, the program can save the recovered data
to a new xlsx file. the program supports all versions of xls
format: microsoft excel 97, 2000, xp, 2002, 2003 and 2007.
the recovery of damaged files is easy. you can see a
preview of the damaged item by clicking the appropriate
button. the preview allows you to select damaged items for
recovery. after that, clicking the button "recover to a new
file" will begin the recovery process. just save the recovered
data to a new xlsx file. the recovery process is very fast. you
can start the recovery right from the existing xlsx file. it
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takes only a few minutes. if you try to recover a damaged
xlsx file, the recovery process takes only a few seconds. you
can preview the items you want to recover. then the
"recover to a new file" button is available. this tool does not
change the original file, but recreates a new file with
recovered data. this is possible due to the recovery process,
which works with the internal structure of the affected xlsx
file. finally, you can save the recovered data to a new xlsx
file. recovery toolbox for excel supports the export of
recovered data to a new xlsx file. the program does not
change the original file, but recreates a new one with
recovered data. the recovery process works with the
internal structure of the affected xlsx file.
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internal structure of the affected xlsx file. 5ec8ef588b
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